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Blaze was flying his spacecraft through an asteroid belt when he heard a loud BOOM! The instrument panel started flashing and he fell quickly toward planet NoDak. After he crashed, he needed to find materials to repair his ship. Then, he saw a city but had to cross three craters. As he was climbing out of the third crater, he was face-to-face with an alien. He fell backward, but the alien caught him before he hit the bottom. Blaze introduced himself to the alien, Azan, and explained his mission. Azan offered to take Blaze to the local mine to gather materials.
After arriving at the mine, Azan showed Blaze the Unobtanium they use for their building materials and weapons. They feel the ground rumbling and look up to see four giant boulders crashing toward them. Azan's super-speed saves them from being crushed. Blaze grabbed a chunk of Unobtanium, and they flee the mine. They head toward the city to gather more supplies. They arrive at a road filled with shops. Azan suggests buying a ray blaster for their journey. After leaving the market, Azan suggested talking to the local ship mechanic to determine how to repair his ship.
Azan leads Blaze to Gill's shop. Gill doesn't know if the Unobtanium will work. They ask Gill to come back to Blaze's ship with them. On their way, they cross a bubbling geyser field. In the distance, they see something. After a few minutes, the mysterious figure appears through the smoke. It is a glowing, wolf-like creature. Azan takes out his ray blaster, but the wolf shows no harm. They continue walking, and the wolf joins them.
When they arrive at the ship, Gill sets to work. Blaze and Azan play with Rocky, the wolf. After several hours, Gill tries to start the ship. It starts instantly! Blaze is overjoyed, but before he leaves, he asks Azan to join him on his next adventure. Azan accepts the offer after his Uncle Gill gives him permission. They board the ship and Rocky jumps in, too. Then, they blast off!